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ABSTRACT
The atomic arrangement of pascoite has been solved and refined to R = 0.0257 using three-dimensional data obtained with
MoK X-radiation and a CCD detector. The mineral crystallizes in space group C2/m, a 19.5859(6), b 10.1405(3), c 10.9110(3)
Å,  120.815(1)°. The atomic arrangement of pascoite was previously presented in two possible space-groups, consistent with a
C2/m disordered model and a C2 ordered model. The earlier authors preferred the ordered model, but noted the ambiguity of the
solution. Using CCD data and locating the hydrogen atoms allow us to assign the C2/m disordered model to the atomic arrangement. The structural unit, or anionic portion of the atomic arrangement in pascoite, is the decavanadate polyanion (V10O28)6–,
similar to the decavanadate group found in hummerite and numerous synthetic vanadates. Linking the decavanadate groups
together are interstitial groups, formed of the cationic group {Ca3(H2O)17}6+. All oxygen atoms in the interstitial complex occur
as (H2O) groups, in contrast to the structural unit, which is devoid of hydrogen atoms. There are two distinct Ca atoms in the
interstitial complex. The disorder that occurs in the coordinating oxygen atoms leads to an average coordination of Ca1O7 for
the Ca1 atom, although the disordered coordinating oxygen atoms yield possible Ca1O6, Ca1O7, and Ca1O8 coordinations. The
Ca2 atom, in Ca2O7 coordination, also bonds to disordered oxygen atoms. Examination of the structure of compounds with the
decavanadate polyanion structural unit and with simple mono-, di-, and trivalent cations in the interstitial complex demonstrates
that the sum of bonds emanating from the interstitial cations correlates with the number of (H2O) groups per cation.
Keywords: pascoite, crystal structure, hydrogen bonding, decavanadates.

SOMMAIRE
Nous avons déterminé lʼagencement des atomes dans la pascoïte, et nous lʼavons affiné jusquʼà un résidu R égal à 0.0257
en utilisant des données tridimensionnelles obtenues avec rayonnement MoK et un détecteur de type CCD. Ce minéral cristallise dans le groupe spatial C2/m, a 19.5859(6), b 10.1405(3), c 10.9110(3) Å,  120.815(1)°. Lʼagencement des atomes de la
pascoïte était antérieurement présenté en deux groupes dʼespace possibles, un modèle désordonné conforme au groupe C2/m et
un modèle ordonné C2. Les auteurs antérieurs ont préféré le modèle ordonné, mais ont souligné lʼambiguïté de la solution. Avec
des données CCD et la possibilité de bien situer les atomes dʼhydrogène, nous avons pu conclure que le modèle désordonné
C2/m est le bon. Lʼunité structurale, cʼest-à-dire la portion anionique de la structure, est le polyanion décavanadate (V10O28)6–,
que lʼon retrouve dans la hummerite et de nombreux vanadates synthétiques. Ce sont les groupes interstitiels qui joignent les
groupes décavanadate; ils contiennent le groupe cationique {Ca3(H2O)17}6+. Tous les atomes dʼoxygène du complexe interstitiel
font partie de groupes (H2O), contrairement à lʼunité structurale, qui est dépourvue dʼatomes dʼhydrogène. Il y a deux atomes
de Ca dans le complexe interstitiel. Le désordre qui affecte les atomes dʼoxygène mène à une coordinence moyenne de Ca1O7
pour lʼatome Ca1, quoique les atomes dʼoxygène désordonnés peuvent faire partie de coordinences Ca1O6, Ca1O7, et Ca1O8.
Lʼatome Ca2, en coordinence Ca2O7, est aussi lié à des atomes dʼoxygène désordonnés. Un examen des structures de composés
possédant comme unité strucurale le polyanion décavanadate et des cations mono-, bi-, et trivalents simples dans le complexe
interstitiel démontre que la somme des liaisons émanant du complexe interstitiel montre une corrélation avec le nombre de
groupes (H2O) par cation.
(Traduit par la Rédaction)
Mots-clés: pascoïte, structure cristalline, liaisons hydrogène, décavanadates.
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INTRODUCTION
Interest in synthetic and natural vanadium oxide
compounds has recently been rekindled (Hughes et al.
2002, and references therein). Schindler et al. (2000a,
b) provided a summary of the crystal-chemical aspects
of vanadium by examining the structural chemistry of
natural and synthetic phases. Those authors offered
a crystal-chemical approach to the composition and
occurrence of vanadium minerals that describes these
compounds by two component parts: the structural
unit, the anionic portion of the structure that consists
of polyhedra of higher bond-valence, and the interstitial complex, the cationic portion of the structure that
contains alkali and alkaline-earth cations and (H2O)
and (OH) groups. They also described the role of H2O
groups in vanadium minerals, predicted the range in
Lewis basicity for different structural units, and demonstrated the efficacy of the valence-matching principle in
evaluating the structures of complex vanadium-hydrate
minerals.
Hughes et al. (2002) used the approach proffered
by Schindler et al. (2000a) to evaluate the atomic
arrangement of hummerite, KMg(V 5 O 14 )•8H 2 O.
That phase contains a structural unit formed of the
[V10O28]6– decavanadate polyanion, the decavanadate
structural group found in pascoite and numerous
synthetic compounds (Griffen 1990). The study of
hummerite led us to re-examine the atomic arrangement
of pascoite. That arrangement was not well defined, as
the only previous structural study (Swallow et al. 1966)
did not reveal hydrogen atom positions nor did it offer
a definitive space-group. Candidate space-groups I2
and I2/m both yielded realistic structure-models, with
nearly identical R values, that correspond to ordered
and disordered models, respectively. Because of the
insight into hydrogen bonding in vanadium oxysalts

that would result, we undertook this study of the atomic
arrangement of pascoite.

EXPERIMENTAL
A sample of pascoite was selected from Harvard
specimen #91449, from Minasragra, Peru, the same
specimen that was the source of the material used
for the morphological, chemical, and unit-cell data
in Palache et al. (1951). The crystal was mounted on
a Bruker Apex CCD diffractometer equipped with
graphite-monochromated MoK radiation. Refined
cell-parameters and other crystal data are listed in
Table 1. Redundant data were collected for a sphere
of reciprocal space, and absorption was corrected
using semi-empirical methods as implemented in the
programs SADABS (Bruker AXS, Inc. 2003). Data were
integrated and corrected for Lorentz and polarization
factors using the Bruker program SAINTPLUS (Bruker
AXS, Inc. 2003).
The structure was solved using Direct Methods and
difference Fourier maps, as implemented in the Bruker
SHELXTL v. 6.14 (Bruker AXS, Inc. 2000) package of
programs; neutral-atom scattering factors and terms
for anomalous dispersion were employed throughout
the solution and refinement. Refinement was performed
with anisotropic thermal parameters for all nonhydrogen atoms, and the structure was refined on F2.
In Table 2, we list the atom parameters, and in Table 3,
we present selected interatomic distances. Tables 4 and
5 contain anisotropic thermal parameters and observed
and calculated structure factors, respectively. Copies
of Tables 4 and 5 are available from the Depository of
Unpublished Data, CISTI, National Research Council,
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0S2, Canada.
The initial solution was undertaken without knowledge of the earlier solution proffered by Swallow et
al. (1966). Their solution was undertaken in the nonconventional space-groups I2 and I2/m; those authors
tentatively concluded that the ordered I2 model was
correct, although they noted that their conclusion that
the mineral crystallized in the acentric alternative was
not definitive. Our solution was successfully undertaken in the conventional centric space-group C2/m,
but subsequently the acentric ordered C2 model was
evaluated, and the results of that evaluation are offered
below.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF ATOMS
Hawthorne (1983) recognized two distinct parts
of complex mineral structures: (a) the structural unit,
usually the anionic portion of the structure that contains
bonds of higher bond-valence, and (b) the interstitial
complex, usually the cationic part of the structure, with
bonds of lower bond-valence between alkaline and
alkaline-earth cations and (H2O), (OH), or Cl groups.
There is perhaps no mineral group more illustrative of
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the bipartite nature of many mineral structures than
the numerous alkali and alkaline-earth vanadium oxide
hydrates. Schindler et al. (2000a) applied Hawthorneʼs
(1983) observations to such vanadium minerals and
elucidated the nature of the bonding between the two
distinct parts of the structure. Below, we describe the
structural unit and the interstitial complex in pascoite.
The structural unit
The (V10O28)6– decavanadate polyanion in pascoite
is depicted in Figure 1. The polyanion is formed of
ten distorted, edge-sharing octahedra. In addition to
hummerite, the decavanadate polyanion is found in
numerous synthetic vanadate compounds, as discussed
by Griffen (1990).
Schindler et al. (2000b) defined the vanadyl bond as
a V5+–O bond of less than 1.74 Å in length. Each of the
vanadium octahedra in pascoite contains one vanadyl
bond except the V1 octahedron, which contains two
vanadyl bonds. In V2, V3 and V4, the vanadyl bond
is trans to the long V–O bond, with four equatorial
bonds to oxygen approximately perpendicular to the
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vector formed by the two trans bonds; such a disposition of bonds is typical of the decavanadate unit in
other structures. Oxygen atoms of the decavanadate
polyanion bond to Ca and H atoms of the interstitial
complex to link the structural unit and the interstitial
unit. Atoms O1 and O5, the “apical” oxygen atoms of
the decavanadate polyanion (Fig. 1), bond to Ca atoms
of the interstitial complex, whereas other oxygen atoms
of the decavanadate polyanion [except O2 and O3] bond
to the interstitial complex through hydrogen bonding.
Oxygen atoms O2 and O3 only bond to vanadium atoms
of the polyanion.
As noted by Hughes et al. (2002), one oxygen atom
of the decavanadate group is of particular interest.
Oxygen atom O2 (Fig. 1) bonds to six vanadium atoms,
a particularly unusual coordination for oxygen and even
more unusual where coordinated to a pentavalent cation.
In each octahedron, the bond to O2 is the longest in
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FIG. 1. The (V10O28)6– decavanadate unit in pascoite.

the polyhedron, and thus the V–O bond valence is the
lowest in each polyhedron. The bond valence for O2,
1.96 valence units (vu), demonstrates that despite the
unusual coordination for O2, the efficacy of the valencematching principle is maintained.
The interstitial complex
The decavanadate polyanionic structural units in
pascoite are connected by the {Ca3(H2O)17}6+ interstitial
complex. All oxygen atoms in the interstitial complex
occur as (H2O) groups, in contrast to the decavanadate
polyanion, which is devoid of hydrogen atoms.
There are two distinct Ca atoms in the interstitial
complex, and the disorder that occurs in the coordinating oxygen atoms is of interest. The coordination
of Ca1 is complex, and is depicted in Figure 2. Ca1 is
bonded solely to (H2O) molecules, including four in
fully occupied positions [O10 2 and O11 2]. In addition
to these four bonds, Ca1 bonds to partially occupied,
disordered O13 atoms. Oxygen O13 disorders into two
sites of differing ranks, which could also be described
as two distinct half-occupied positions. O13A is a halfoccupied site in the (0, y, ½) special position (rank = 4),
and O13B is a half-occupied site in the (x, y, z) general
position (rank = 8). Thus O13 contributes six possible
oxygen sites, but only two, three, or four of those sites
will be filled in any Ca1 polyhedron. The sites corre-

spond to the coordinating atoms in the acentric alternative with the addition of the mirror plane.
At any specific Ca1 site, the central cation bonds to
the four fully occupied oxygen sites, O10 2 and O11 2,
forming an equatorial plane (Fig. 2). In addition, the
Ca1 cation bonds to some combination of the two
half-occupied O13X sites, forming the “apices” of the
polyhedron; Figure 2 depicts the possible ligands for the
“apical” bonds. Ca1 can bond to two trans O13A atoms,
yielding Ca1O6 coordination. Alternatively, the central
Ca1 atom can bond to one O13A on one side of the
equatorial plane and two O13B atoms on the opposite
side, yielding Ca1O7 coordination. Finally, the central
cation can bond to two O13B atoms on both sides of
the equatorial plane, resulting in Ca1O8 coordination.
Bond-valence calculations allow all three possibilities
for Ca1 coordination (Table 3); the half-occupied nature
of the O13X sites yields the average coordination of
Ca1O7. The possibility of such disorder was recognized
by Swallow et al. (1966).
The Ca2 cation also is bonded to disordered oxygen
atoms, forming a Ca2O7 polyhedron. Ca2 bonds to
O1, O5, O14 (2), and O15; in addition, Ca2 bonds
to two O12X oxygen atoms, either the O12A or O12B
atoms. The central cation can bond to two O12A atoms,
two O12B atoms, or one O12A and one O12B atoms,
completing the Ca2O7 polyhedron. Bond distances and
valence sums for the three possibilities are offered in
Table 3.
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The space group of pascoite
In their description of the atomic arrangement,
Swallow et al. (1966) noted the difficulty in distinguishing between two candidate space-groups for
the phase; we reiterate that difficulty here. In their
non-conventional setting of the cell, they attempted to
distinguish between space groups I2 and I2/m, and ultimately accepted the acentric alternative, although they
noted that “the space group might conceivably be I2/m
with structural disorder”. They reported that the final R
indices for the two candidate space-groups were “virtually the same”, and that the final difference-maps in
each space group were inconclusive regarding the true
symmetry. In the conventional cell setting offered in
this work, their two alternative cells yield space groups
C2 and C2/m; the superior data collected with the CCD
detector in this work allow us to distinguish between
the two candidate space-groups, and the refinement of
those data lead us to the alternative conclusion from that
offered by Swallow et al. (1966). Below, we support
our conclusion that the correct space-group of pascoite
is the centric alternative, C2/m, which, as suggested by
Swallow et al., does indeed display extensive structural
disorder. However, we do not de-emphasize the difficulty in conclusively determining the space group in
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such cases as pascoite. Marsh (1986, 1994, 1995) has
written extensively on the topic, and noted the difficulty,
if not impossibility, of distinguishing the correct spacegroup between examples as C2 and C2/m on the basis of
diffraction data. However, he noted that “in cases where
diffraction data do not provide a clear choice between
centrosymmetric and noncentrosymmetric space-group,
it is better to opt for the centrosymmetric description
even though disorder may result. The disorder model
implies that the crystal is a composite of two or more
molecular structures that cannot be distinguished from
one another” (Marsh 1986).
As noted by Swallow et al. (1966), the principal
difference between the two candidate space-groups is
disorder among the Ca1 (our nomenclature) ligation
(Fig. 2). In the acentric alternative proffered by those
authors, Ca1 is bonded to seven oxygen atoms. In the
C2/m alternative offered here, Ca1 is disordered, and
bonded to six, seven, or eight oxygen atoms, with
an average coordination of Ca1O7 (Fig. 2), yielding
the proscribed formula for pascoite. Refinement of
the atom arrangement with the current dataset in the
acentric alternative, C2, provided difficulties in identifying hydrogen atom positions, and also yielded one
non-positive definite atom. Because all H atoms could
not be located in the C2 acentric alternative, both

FIG. 2. The Ca1 polyhedron in pascoite. Oxygen atom O13 is disordered into two halfoccupied sites, O13A and O13B, and a hydrogen associated with O13B (H13B, Table 2)
is also half-occupied. On either “side” of the equatorial plane defined by O10 and O11,
either the O13A site or the pair of O13B sites is occupied. Thus, Ca1 can be 6-, 7-, or
8-coordinated with oxygen, with an average of Ca1O7. Hydrogen atom “x” = H13A,
hydrogen atom “y” = H13B.
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structures were refined using only non-hydrogen atoms
for comparison of the two structure alternatives. Under
these conditions, the C2 alternative, equivalent to the I2
structure proffered by Swallow et al. (1966) and with
its additional degrees of freedom, yields an R value
of 3.71%, with one atom with non-positive-definite
thermal parameters. The centric alternative reported
here as the correct structure yielded an R value of 2.92%
with no atoms having non-positive-definite thermal
parameters. Perhaps most definitive is the refinement
of a racemic twinning in the acentric alternative. The
twin scale-factor refined to within 1 of 0.50 [0.47(5)],
essentially yielding the centric C2/m model. We thus
conclude that the C2/m structure offered here is the
correct arrangement of atoms for pascoite, and that the
disordered alternative of Swallow et al. (1966) is the
correct arrangement.
Hydrogen atoms in pascoite
As noted previously, hydrogen atom positions
were not located in the original study of Swallow
et al. (1966). However, as noted subsequently, an
understanding of the hydrogen bonding in the phase is
fundamental to understanding the bonding between the
decavanadate polyanion and the interstitial complex
in pascoite.
All hydrogen atoms were successfully located in
difference maps. The positions of the hydrogen atoms
were subsequently refined to yield O–H bond lengths
within 2 of 0.82 Å, the expected O–H distance in
X-ray-diffraction studies; the value of the isotropic
displacement factor U11 (= 0.05 Å2) was fixed. The
scheme of hydrogen bonds is given in Table 3, and the
hydrogen bonding between the decavanadate polyanion
and the interstitial complex in pascoite is discussed
subsequently. The interatomic distances in Table 3 also
reveals disordered atoms that would not exist as nearest
neighbors, such as O13B and O12A, which yield a
value of d(H...A) of 1.64 Å, unrealistically short for
a hydrogen bond. Although all H atoms were located
in difference maps, difficulties exist because some H
atoms [e.g., H(3x)] are clearly disordered owing to
bonding to two different disordered atoms, and at least
one H atom [H(3y)] is in a half-occupied position.

SPACE-GROUP SYMMETRIES AND INTERSTITIAL
COMPLEXES IN COMPOUNDS WITH
THE [V10O28]6– DECAVANADATE POLYANION
Table 5 lists the interstitial cations, space-group
symmetries, number of anions in the structural unit
per bond from the interstitial cations, and the number
of (H 2O) groups per interstitial cation in selected
compounds that contain the [V10O28]6– structural unit.
In Table 5, we consider only structures that contain
simple mono-, di-, and trivalent cations, and no complex

cationic groups such as (NH4)+ and (H3O)+ or organic
molecules in the interstitial complex.
Inspection of Table 5 indicates that the structures
of all of the compounds are centric. This observation
further supports the arguments offered above that
space-group symmetry C2/m is the correct one for
pascoite. The most common space-group symmetry is
P, but many structures also show space-group symmetries belonging to point group 2/m. The structure of
Al2[V10O28](H2O)25 (Punte et al. 1988) alone has an
orthorhombic space-group, Cmma.
Number of (H2O) groups versus number
of emanated bonds in the interstitial complex
All compounds listed in Table 5 have the [V10O28]6–
structural unit in common. That decavanadate polyanion
(Fig. 1) can be seen as an anionic sphere on which
bond-valence acceptors occur at the outer layer. These
bond-valence acceptors are “exterior” oxygen atoms
that accept only one or two bonds from vanadium
atoms, including [1]O1, [1]O5, [1]O9, [2]O4, [2]O6, [2]O7,
and [2]O8, whereas [6]O2 and [3]O3, oxygen atoms in
the interior of the decavanadate group, do not accept
any bonds emanating from the interstitial complex.
Interstitial cations around the decavanadate ion must
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either directly bond to those acceptors or they require
interstitial (H2O) groups, which distribute the emanated
bond-valence of the cations to the anions of the structural unit. Schindler & Hawthorne (2001) showed that
there are three different types of (H2O) groups in the
interstitial complexes of oxysalt minerals: A) A transformer (H2O) group accepts only one bond and from
it emanate two hydrogen bonds; B) a non-transformer
(H2O) group accepts two bonds and from it emanate
two bonds, and C) a reverse transformer (H2O) group
accepts three bonds and from it emanate two bonds.
Transformer and non-transformer (H2O) groups are
very common in oxysalt minerals, whereas reverse
transformer (H2O) groups rarely occur.
Let us consider six monovalent cations in [6]-coordination around the decavanadate ion. Each cation must
not bond to many (H2O) groups, because there are overall
6  6 = 36 bonds emanating from the interstitial cations
but there are only 22 bond-valence acceptors (out of 28
anions); hence for a stable structure, we predict that the
number of (H2O) groups per cation will be small. For
example, the structure of Na6[V10O28](H2O)18 contains
four Na in [6]-coordination and two Na in [7]-coordination (Durif et al. 1980). The overall number of bonds
that emanates is 38, and there are only three (H2O)
groups per interstitial cation.
The situation will be completely different if two
trivalent cations ( [6] M 3+ ) occur in the interstitial
complex around the decavanadate ion. The overall
number of bonds from the interstitial cations would be
only twelve in contrast to 22 bond-valence acceptors.
The twelve M 3+–O bonds have average bond-valence of
0.50 vu that must be distributed to the 22 bond-valence
acceptors. Hence, each cation must bond to a large
number of transformer (H2O) groups (maximum six) in
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order to produce a higher number of bonds with a lower
average bond-valence. Furthermore, a high number of
non-transformer (H2O) groups must be present in order
to distribute the bonds to all bond-valence acceptors. For
example, the structure of Al2[V10O28](H2O)25 contains
two Al3+ in [6]-coordination. The overall number of
bonds from the interstitial cations is only twelve, but
there are 12.5 (H2O) groups per cation.
In this way, there must be a correlation between the
sum of bonds emanating from interstitial cations and
the number of (H2O) groups per cation in the interstitial
complex. Schindler & Hawthorne (in prep.) found this
type of correlation for uranyl oxysalt minerals with
sheet structural-units. They normalized the number of
bonds emanating from interstitial cations to the overall
number of anions in the structural unit. This approach
has the advantage that one can compare structural
units with a different number of anions. Schindler &
Hawthorne further show that this type of correlation
only exists between the data of compounds with structural units of identical degree of polymerization (i.e.,
framework, sheet, chain and cluster).
Figure 3 shows a plot of the number of anions in
the structural unit per emanated bonds from the interstitial cations versus the number of (H2O) groups per
interstitial cation for the compounds in Table 5. It is
apparent that the data points follow a linear trend (R2 =
0.83) in which the quality of the correlation decreases
with a higher number of (H2O) groups in the interstitial
complexes. However, the high value of the correlation
does still cause surprise if one considers that distortion of cation polyhedra (e.g., Jahn–Teller distortion
of Cu2+-bearing polyhedra), the effective ionic radii of
interstitial cations and the variable space between the
decavanadate ions also control the overall number of
(H2O) groups in the interstices.
This correlation confirms the predictive nature of the
number of interstitial (H2O) groups for a given combination of interstitial mono-, di-, and trivalent cations
with specific coordination numbers. This issue will be
discussed elsewhere.
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